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AT A GLANCE

Q3 began with plenty of anxiety
around the world, particularly in
developed economies. In the eurozone, most countries were either in
depression, recession or barely growing. In the U.S., frustratingly high unemployment,
fiscal cliff willies, presidential election stress and Middle East tension frequented headlines. In China, economic-hard-landing fears increased while protests against Japan
stirred geopolitical risk.

Despite all the doom and gloom, we
responded for you with good performance across our strategies. Our
popular Equity Plus strategy did an effective job balancing risk with opportunity, and the Niemann Dynamic and
Dynamic Sector strategies continued
to perform notably well with their fullyinvested approaches. The latter two
ranked in the top 10 out of 499 portfolios for best trailing 1-year returns in
the Morningstar ETF Managed Portfolio database, as of 9/30/12. Dynamic
was ranked #2 and Dynamic Sector
was #3.
Risk asset classes, in general,
cruised higher during the quarter on
widespread anticipation that the European Central Bank (ECB) and the
Federal Reserve would rescue flailing
eurozone governments and announce
QE3 to goose U.S. growth, respectively. Both central banks not only
delivered what was expected, they
shocked the world with plans to buy
unlimited amounts of troubled assets
from governments and banks.
The news triggered a “relief rally” in oversold markets in Europe and reinforced existing
rallies wherever fundamentals were stronger. The U.S. equity market continued to be
particularly attractive.

LOOKING
AHEAD

The “reflation” efforts coming from central banks
around the world are unprecedented. Most central banks are either lowering interest rates or already holding them at or near 0%. To our knowledge, this has never happened. Moreover, the
largest central banks are either “printing money”
via quantitative easing or “sterilizing” assets by
removing toxic securities from the markets. Overall, it’s simply the largest global reflation effort
ever. This could be welcome news for all of us
since the Niemann style of investing searches for
the world’s most attractive trends, and attractive
trends could be plentiful in the months ahead.
During Q3 we saw longer-term trends strengthen
in domestic equities as an asset class and in
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology at the sector
level. The short-term trend in homebuilders was
healthy, and utilities held steady. The rebound in
Europe could be temporary and market volatility
could increase during the election and/or near the
fiscal cliff at yearend. However, we expect a good
holiday season and a temporary solution from
Congress with regards to the cliff. The bottom line
is massive central-bank stimulus is coming, and
markets historically trend higher in such environments. Why?
Aggressive central-bank stimulus almost always
leads to inflation. In the U.S., inflation has not
been an issue at the “core” level, not yet anyway.
Of course, the core calculation leaves out important prices that can negatively affect our living
standards, like surging food and energy prices.
However, there are other price increases the government doesn’t track that can positively affect
our living standards. Price increases in stocks is
an example.

If we have investments that are increasing in
value at a higher rate than inflation, we are becoming wealthier. And that’s exactly what the
Fed is attempting to do (make us all wealthier).
The Fed is trying to push up asset prices in just
about every asset class except fixed income and
currencies. More to the point, the Fed is forcing
everyone to take more risk to get potentially any
return.
Since the Fed is willing to inflate so called “risk
assets,” and is apparently willing to do so until
the unemployment rate comes down significantly,
investors should consider increasing exposure
to what appears to be the sweet spot of inflation:
U.S. stocks.
We suggest you call our team of advisors to determine which strategy could be right for you. If
you believe diversification is adequate risk management, our “fully invested” strategies could be
appropriate. If you want to go for growth with a
more proactive form of risk control, our “risk-managed” strategies could be fitting.
As we move into Q4, we would like to wish you a
Happy Holiday Season, a prosperous New Year
and thank you for allowing us to help you achieve
your financial goals!

Sincerely,
Don Niemann, CIO
Alan Alpers, Senior Portfolio Manager
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To learn more about Niemann’s entire product suite, contact our sales
team at 877.643.6222 or email Sales@ncm.net.
Visit us at www.ncm.net or blog.ncm.net
Disclosure
S&P 500 Index- Assumes reinvested dividends: The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization weighted, unmanaged group of 500 stocks as selected by the Standard & Poor’s Publishing Company.
They are usually the 500 largest companies in terms of market capitalization and are chosen to
represent the entire market’s value. The S&P 500 is used by many institutional investors as a
performance benchmark representing the “stock market” return.
MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, and the Far East) Index- Does not assume reinvested
dividends: The MSCI EAFE is widely accepted as a benchmark for international performance.
The EAFE is a group of foreign securities tracked by Morgan Stanley Capital International. Note:
Prior to 1/1/2010, MSCI EAFE performance was represented by DWS EAFE Equity Index Fund.
The MSCI EAFE historical performance has replaced previously reported history to provide a
more accurate comparison of portfolio performance.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that
is designed to measure equity market performance of emerging markets. The MSCI Emerging
Markets Index consists of the following 21 emerging market country indices: Brazil, Chile,
China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,
Morocco, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, and Turkey*.
The iShares Barclays Aggregate Bond Fund seeks investment results that correspond generally to the price and yield performance, before fees and expenses, of the total United States
investment grade bond market as defined by the Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.
The Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index, which used to be called the “Lehman Aggregate
Bond Index,” is a broad base index, maintained by Barclays Capital, which took over the index
business of the now defunct Lehman Brothers, and is often used to represent investment grade
bonds being traded in United States. The Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is a market
capitalization-weighted index, meaning the securities in the index are weighted according to
the market size of each bond type. Most U.S. traded investment grade bonds are represented.
Municipal bonds, and Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities are excluded, due to tax treatment
issues. The index includes Treasury securities, Government agency bonds, Mortgage-backed
bonds, Corporate bonds, and a small amount of foreign bonds traded in U.S.
*Blended Lipper Global Income Funds (50%)/iShares Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index
Fund (50%): The blended bond benchmark is represented by an equally weighted average of the
Lipper Global Income Funds Index and the iShares Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index Fund.
Lipper Global Income Funds Index consists of funds that state in their prospectus they invest
primarily in U.S. dollar and non-U.S. dollar debt securities of issuers located in at least three
countries, one of which may be the United States.

that it expects to continue to use, but future investments will be made under different economic
conditions and in different securities. In particular, through April 1, 2010, the performance shown
does not include investment in exchange-traded funds. Performance after that date may include
investment in exchange- traded funds and, as a result, may differ materially. The results do not
reflect performance in all economic cycles.
Please visit us online at www.ncm.net or call 1-800-622-1626 for current performance information or for a complete list and description of Niemann’s composites. Performance results are
presented net of transaction costs and Niemann’s actual management fees. Niemann’s annual
management fees may vary from 1% to 2.3%. Additionally, mutual funds (including exchange
traded funds and variable annuities (Funds) charge various fees, all of which are disclosed in the
Funds’ prospectuses annually, along with any potential trading restrictions. Such fees are borne
by shareholders and are reflected in the net asset values of the Funds. Some Funds also charge
short-term redemption fees and excess transaction fees (Special Fees), that are billed to shareholders at the time of the event causing the fee. Clients pay these fees in addition to Niemann’s
advisory fees. In selecting Funds in which to invest client assets, Niemann considers the nature
and size of the fees charged by the Funds. Niemann selects a Fund only if Niemann believes the
Fund’s performance, after all fees, will meet Niemann’s performance standards. Consequently,
Niemann may select Funds that have higher or lower fees than other similar Funds, and that
charge Special Fees. When deciding whether to liquidate a Fund position, Niemann will take into
consideration any Special Fees that the Fund may charge. Niemann may decide to sell a Fund
position even though it will result in the client being required to pay Special Fees. In addition,
overall performance may be affected by fees charged by the account custodian.
Performance results and comparative benchmarks assume reinvestment of dividends
& income when noted. Please see individual benchmark definitions for details. All profiles &
reports have been prepared solely for informational purposes, and are not an offer to buy or
sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any security or instrument or to participate in any
particular trading strategy. Performance shown for each Niemann strategy includes all actual,
fee-paying, fully discretionary accounts managed by Niemann using that strategy. Each composite
does not accurately present the performance of any specific account, which depends on investment timing and weighting, among other factors, that vary from account to account. Individual
account performance may differ from the composite. Each account included in the composite is
added after it has been under active management for at least one full month. A closed account is
included through the last full calendar month that it was actively managed.
Niemann, its affiliates or its employees may have positions in and may affect transactions in securities and instruments mentioned in these profiles and reports. Some of the investments discussed
or recommended may be unsuitable for certain investors depending on their specific investment
objectives and financial position. The benchmarks to which Niemann compares its performance
do not represent actual trading.

NCM believes that the comparison of the composite’s performance to a particular market index is
inappropriate. The portfolios generating the composite’s performance are not nearly as diversified
as the indices shown. Because of the differences between the composite’s strategy and the composition of those indices, NCM believes that these indices are not comparable to the composite’s
investment strategy and it is not aware of any other index that is directly comparable.

Niemann is an SEC-registered investment advisor that provides active third-party management for
separately managed accounts. Niemann offers management in a variety of brokerage strategies,
as well as variable annuity and variable universal life insurance products. Niemann is not affiliated with any broker/dealer, and works with multiple broker/dealer channels and their associated
financial professionals to distribute its products and services. Please check with your financial
advisor for more details about Niemann and Niemann’s product offerings.

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Given the inherent volatility of
the securities markets, it should not be assumed that investors will experience returns, if any,
comparable to those shown here. Any stock market transaction can result in either profit or loss.
Additionally, the performance of Niemann’s profiles should also be viewed in the context of the
broad market and general economic conditions prevailing during the periods covered by the
performance information. Market and economic conditions could change in the future, producing
materially different returns. Investment strategies may be subject to various types of risk of loss
including, but not limited to, market risk, credit risk, interest rate risk and inflation risk. In addition, strategies with international capabilities are subject to risks including, but not limited to,
currency fluctuations, economic instability and political instability. The foregoing data were prepared by NCM and have not been compiled, reviewed or audited by an independent accountant.
NCM believes that the results were generated with an investment philosophy and methodology

To request a copy of Niemann’s current Part 2 of Form ADV, and/or Niemann’s Annual Full
Disclosure Presentation, please contact Richard West @ 800.622.1626 or email compliance@ncm.
net. Please contact your financial advisor to request a copy of his/her current Part 2 of Form ADV
and a copy of his/her broker/dealer’s current applicable disclosure statement. From time to time,
Niemann or its affiliates may make available to associated persons of investment advisors or broker/dealers (each, an “Associate”) certain communication materials, such as these materials, to be
used with an Associate’s clients that the Associate may refer to Niemann. No such materials may
be modified in any manner without Niemann’s prior written consent. If such consent is granted,
with respect to such modified materials, the Associate is solely responsible for complying with
any filing or approval requirements of FINRA or any other regulatory authority or self-regulatory
authority to which the Associate may be subject.
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